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RODDIN’ AROUND WITH SOME MODEL GUY FROM OUTATOWN :

Text/Images: Rodney J Williams

’32 FORD STREET ROD, by ROD ’

Monogram’s “Classic Cruiser” in 1/25 Scale
( Continued on page 3 )

Editor’s MisBehavings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton

( shameless plug: www.mickbmodeler.com )

“ WHAT IF WE HELD A COMPETITION AND EVERYONE CAME , BUT NO ONE JUDGED ? ”
The number of events over the years where I or someone else
who filled one of staff posts or took on as Contest Director duty
the unenviable task of being Head Judge, where afterward you’d
heard “all about the terrible job, the home cooking, the insanity
of picking this or that utterly inaccurate entry over this greater
piece”, is simply legion. It even gets boring after a while, to tell
the truth. As does the incisive (but perceived often by the person
telling you, as utterly insightful and somehow, news to you) droll
about “why don’t YOU or your people do a complete listing why
someone loses to another, so WE (who didn’t participate in that
work) could understand (sometimes leaving impression some of
them would then magically quit denigrating all this of others...)”
This discussion on “practice and outcome of Judges at contests”
and its cousins (the Masters Category Concept, Giving out Gold
Or Silver Or Bronze in some indeterminate, “fairer” way, giving
A Nod to “Accuracy” adherents...) all have been far too long in a
play for wasting others time. Suffice to repeat as I have had to do
like so many whom I have shared this “fun conversation topics”
in “after math seminars” , YOU WOULD NOT HAVE ASK IF
YOU BECAME A JUDGE ALONG WITH THE REST OF US.
The last couple of years at shows locally and afar, the supply of judges for events is reaching a truly alarming critical
shortage as a baseline. Which ends up making other staff have to split out time doing other critical tasks that either are
following this process, are in support prior to that process, or then by adding a Judging stint, shorting another task for
others enjoyment (like a Raffle, or spelling a staffer for lunch break) that simply adds another log to the “oh so know it
all” crowd in criticism afterwards, when it’s safe. Might need a bat upside the head to some of you out there to put this
across, but if you’d like to see LESS SHOWS, LESS GOOD OR EXCELLENT RESULTS, LESS HAPPY TO DO IT
ALL AGAIN spirit from those who appear to enjoy the opportunity to host these type events, keep up “Not Bothering”
to Judge, and keep or allow others who don’t, criticizing the “lousy end results”, as if there’s no responsibility shared.
I am among a few who really, really do enjoy basically year round process of planning and executing a show. Such as
The TriCity Classic, Silicon Valley Classic or my friends who do the Fresno, Modesto or Yuba City, AVG, Orange
County, Reno events. But like them, I don’t do any of this in a vacuum, alone or with a “magic wand that raises a
Fine Contest Staff On Day Of Event”. Luckily, finding someone to fill the critical “Head Judge” post over the years
hasn’t frustrated me, although several whom I have had do that became so in doing it, even when times were good. I
definitely appreciate what they go through. I have had the post several times for several clubs too. Having to ask a new
person to take that post on, is not a light task, and even harder when I can no longer even keep a straight face saying a
sufficient “day of event” number of Judges to assist them will be “not a big deal”. Ask around in your own clubs, I’ll
bet that my selfish crabbing here is not exactly news to them or any less strenuous on decision to “do a show, again”.
Do yourself, and the community a real service. Volunteer to judge, at any and all shows you attend. Please. - mickb
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RODNEY’s LITTLE DEUCE COUPE

( from 1 )

This Monogram kit is a dream as I found absolutely nothing wrong with it and I have built over 300 models since I got
back into modeling in 1977.
Shortly after receiving any model, I inspect the contents very carefully to make sure nothing is missing and/or if there
is any deformed parts. This kit receives an “A+” as there is nothing missing, and there are no deformed parts. I inspect
the chrome parts more carefully, as I do not plan to strip off the chrome and repaint the parts. Just look at my close up
photo of the “radiator” and you can see how nice it is.
The kit parts come in a few plastic bags.
All the chrome parts look great.

I took a 2nd look at the “T” Shirt decal!
WOW! Look at this CHROME RADIATOR

There are not very many decals but they too, look super good. When it’s
time to apply decals to the model, I always use a new #11 knife blade and
cut real close to the decal. So remove the excess decal film before I apply
the decals to their proper location.
There is no flashing on these parts.

The kit instructions are easy to follow.

This side view drawing
shows the decal placement.

These parts do not have any
flashing either.

.
I start this project by sanding off mold lines on the rubber tires with some of 3M’s 320 grit dry sandpaper. I carefully
remove the chrome tire rims, hubcaps from the kit tree and clean up the edges. I clean up the inside edges of the tires,
then dry fit the chrome parts into them. The fit is perfect, so I disassemble them. Then add some super glue to the two
mating parts on the inside, push them back together so that the mating surfaces will be glued together for good. These
finished parts are set aside and will be put on the model during final assembly.

Penny shows size relationship with the tires.
I sanded the tires smooth.
The body and interior tub is dry fit together.

The front end is being glued together.

The body parts are dry-fitted together and since they are A-OK I start gluing on some of the “undercarriage” parts.

The mufflers are assembled and set aside and will be painted and installed at a later date. The kit has a nice engine,
tranny, fan but the instructions say to close up the hood and side panels. Which gives you an end result of just seeing
the bottom of the engine, exhaust pipes when you turn the finished model over and/or place it on a mirror. On past
model cars that I have built, I like to add spark plugs with the wires, other related items to the“under-the-hood” area.
The engine is being fitted with its wires.

I’m drilling holes and attaching parts.

The engine is ready for installation.

The hood was dry fit to the radiator frame then glue in place.
The two side panels fit nicely but I did not glue them in place.
I just set the panels on the bottom framework and let them rest
on the fenders on final assembly.
The interior is ready to be painted.

I had accomplished some other kit instructions like painting the
bottom of the frame area , installed the finished exhaust stacks.
I had cleaned up the interior parts and glued them in place.
Then mask off certain areas, applied my paint. I also added the
instrument dial decal to the painted dashboard.

With the tape removed the interior looks great.

The dual exhausts are installed.

After a bit of inspection, the “tub” and finished engine was
installed, glued in place

I use these clips to hold parts together.

The engine has been installed.

This is a nice engine in this kit.

Everything seems to be in place so it was painting
time.
The undercarriage was masked-off including the
interior of the car.

This orange tape holds ok and is easy to remove.

I could have installed the exhaust pipes later.

The model has been clear-coated with “FUTURE.”
It’s time to apply the decals.

The instructions call for a “teal” paint color. I had some of it left over from another car build. This old paint was
applied with one of my Badger-200 airbrushes that I bought in the early 1980’s.
I’m cutting around each decal.

I carefully remove all the excess decal film.

As I mentioned earlier, I cut around those
decals and lift off the excess decal film after
the decals have been soaked in clean water.
The decal were carefully applied to the doors, trunk and to the fenders. I had to use some of Microscale’s “Set & Sol”
solution on the decals so that they would conform to the curvature of the front fenders.

These 2 decals go on
the model excellent.

You can view the
engine A-OK!

The chrome parts look
very impressive.

The model is finished getting all its decals.

After decals were dry I wiped the model down with some clean water and removed all of the water spots. A few days
later I clear coated the model with Future Floor Wax.
Here is the “T-SHIRT” DECAL

The final top photo with some words.

The finished parts like the windscreen, tires, head and taillights, steering wheel were attached to the model.
After final inspection it was photography time. I just pin up my white paper, roll it down and tape it onto my
workbench. I adjust my two swivel lamps and go for it. The digital images are downloaded on my P.C. and if they all
look ok, I’m done with this model.
I had fun building this “hot-rod”.
It is car model #33 and is placed with my other car models. I would recommend this car kit, as it is easy to build.
“ROD” Williams
Colorado/USA
© March 18, 2016

The bottom has to be
as good as the top.

UPCOMING EVENTS CALENDAR AS OF 10-23-16
Friday, November 04 2016
IPMS/ SVSM meet, President & Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ German, Sherman or Vermin”
Friday, November 04 2016
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest
Saturday, November 05 2016
IPMS/ Antelope Valley Group host Desert Classic #20, AV College, Lancaster, CA
Saturday, November 05 2016
IPMS/ Dragon Lady host their “HORSES to HORSEPOWER” Show & Contest 2016 in Yuba City
Saturday, November 05 2016
IPMS Phoenix host their show “ Modelzona 2016 ” at CAF Airbase Museum, Mesa AZ
Saturday, November 12 2016
“ IRON BLOOD ORPHANS “ host 6th annual Gundam Model Competition at the Fullerton Community Center,
Fullerton, CA. See their website www.THOSEGUNDAMGUYS.ORG for additional info and updates
Saturday, November 19 2016
IPMS/ Sonoma County host “Hobby Expo 2016” at FUNDEMONIUM in Rohnert Park, CA. Correct address per the
website is 579 Rohnert Park Expressway West, Rohnert Park 94928. No details given on theme or other items. To
inquire, contact Contest Director Chris Zanella via themrcz@hotmail.com or check site www.ipmssantarosa.org
Friday, December 09 2016
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets monthly meeting.. President’s Theme “ It’s A Holiday Month Let’s Play ”
Friday, December 16 2016
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. “Pirate’s Pleasure” as Gift Theft Exchange planned
Friday, January 13 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest
Friday, January 20 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ 1917 ”
Friday, February 10 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest
Friday February 17 2017
IPMS/ SVSM meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ Northrop’s Notables ” See www.mickbmodeler.com
Saturday, March 04 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers host Silicon Valley Classic # 4 “On The Hook” Napredak Hall, SJ
Friday, January 19 2018 IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ 1918 ”

SEEKING BUILDERS ALL for an EXCELLENT MEMBER LEAD MODEL EFFORT

PLEASE CONTACT John Carr via the Editor’s email DENS25403@MYPACKS.NET

FRANKENSTEIN’s MODEL
–

SVSM President’s Club Contest Theme
2016 OCTOBER CLUB CONTEST
Photos & Text : Mick Burton
Models: Several Others
“ AS IT WAS OUTLINED & PROMOTED ”:

Intention here: ENTRIES OF ANY SUBJECT, AS
LONG as MAJOR PORTIONS OF TWO or MORE
MODEL KITS ARE USED TOGETHER HERE.
Don’t expect to just take some “favored bits” of say,
this or that kit of a Sherman or a Panzer to dress up
another kit of the same, and call it a day.
Major conversions (not after market add ons, but
actual “Kit Bashes”) are good method to be in this
league.
Be prepared to describe and defend your entry, the
Judges have done their “homework” (built to this)

Gabriel Lee certainly did
meet this high standard as
here his “ Space Cruiser
Wisconsin ” lead off the
charge of providing some
true “kit bashing”. He had
conceived as “ America’s
answer to “ Space Cruiser
Yamato ” in a fine lark.

Gabriel originally wanted to blend an F-15 Eagle into this
Iowa class battleship, but he came across a “distressed” F-4
Phantom kit beforehand. We all agreed in the end, he’d had
a better bit of luck as this clearly makes this an “All Navy”
future weapons system, no “multiservice tensions” here !

Not limiting his efforts in least, Gabriel had this “Rutanic”
Air Racer Lightning in 1/72nd scale. Engined with Hawker
Tempest motors/cowlings, outfitted with Sukhoi “Berkut”
outer wings, Shinden “nose/canard” all blended onto P-38
center section, an “international flavor” ex-fighter plane.
Quite possibly, in its theoretical earlier life, Gabe’s “Rutanic Racer” fought in 1946 Pacific skies with this
deadly Horten – GO of the JAAF. Another 1/72nd effort, he combined an Airfix Stuka underwing cannons
set with a Pioneer Models Gotha 229 “flying wing stealth fighter” now in the employ of Imperial Japan.

Have some doubt as to how or why Japan would
have employed such a device, so late in the war?
Consider what was in the gunsights, on the left

Here’s Gabriel showing how the 1946 Pacific USAAF may
have looked, with this “Rutanic” Superfortress. Legitimately
in this contest, as there’s two B-29 kits employed here.
One could speculate what sort of “Rutanization” that Gabe
may have come up with for the nuclear payload, given time.
Mr Lee’s neighborhood closed out the borders for the night with
his FAV Northrop/Grumman multirole fighter on left, in 1/72nd
Carefully blending the Grumman X-29 Forward Swept Wing test
bed X- plane with the 2 seat Northrop F-5B fighter cockpit made a
pretty credible “hypothetical” here. Also decidedly strong meeting
of the President’s ruling on what was a valid contestant entry here.
Laramie Wright brought in four of his Shermans, one of whom
was even in the past named by him as a “Frankentank” in article by
him, entirely due to the incredible mixture of different kits into one.

The details of those mixtures which
made up the entrant qualifications on
the remaining three by Laramie? Well
for now, have to be found by referring
to past issues of SVSM publications. I
will suffice for this article, to place the
whole lot here in context of contesting.

Cliff Kranz didn’t miss a beat for getting
an entry into this contest, either. His A5M
“Claude” in 1/72nd scale was created by a
kitbash of terrifying proportions, but that
is how you got one of these from kits, in
the Year 1965. Correct, I said 1965 A.D.
Cliff had a little poster here, noting when
he built it and how, from an Airfix Zero,
a Ju-87 Stuka (landing gear) and other
stuff as he put it. Quite a feat back then.
I didn’t get all the details for his Connie/Shuttle booster
on the right, but suffice to say, he wasn’t happy with the
original kit Constellation so he replaced with Monogram.
Chris Bucholtz gave insight to his Special Hobby P-40L
handcrafted decals for Tuskegee Airman scheme in 1/72nd
Most amusing sidebar, was how Ben Pada had won the
Special Award Chris was aiming for at Travis contest,
“back in the day”, by completely refinishing a 1/48th
model of his own into a competing award entry. 

As Chris said, nowadays in part thanks to him and
his book on Tuskegee Airmen, any of us can find a
Decal set that he, Ben, had to hand craft back then !
Your Editor, Mick Burton, found his own “oldie but goodie” to manage to fit as entry, seen below !

Perhaps not obvious to some, while this is “in part” yes, an Airfix Canberra in 1/72nd, it’s NOT the one you
buy these days as B.I.8 “fighter canopy version”. This is a complete blend of front portion of FROG’s plain
B.I.8, replacing utterly wrong “fishbowl” nose of old Airfix B.6. Not easy. But until 21st century, only way to
get one of these was by some conversion or settle for the utterly undetailed FROG model… C’est la vie !

Greg Plummer didn’t miss out on chance to be in his own contest ( it also neatly got him off hook, in same fashion as
Editor employed ) with his elegant kit bash & scratchbuild of a Bakery Truck, of 1930s vintage. Wife Natalie, who is a
magician with baked goods, supplied inspiration and answer here for “employment ” . Nice result was as you see, had
by all. Thanks as well to Rich Pedro , who had work of judging all this for his break time. SO now, on to WINNERS!

OCTOBER “Frankenstein’s Model” THIRD PLACE for “ SC Wisconsin”
Gabriel Lee

OCTOBER “Frankenstein’s Model” SECOND PLACE for “ Sherman Group ”
Laramie Wright

OCTOBER “Frankenstein’s Model” FIRST PLACE for “ Natalie’s Bakery ”
Greg Plummer

OH NO ! NO NO NO NOT THAT. ANYTHING BUT THAT ! Oh SO SORRY KIDS BUT HERE RETURNS THE

Editor’s Mad Ravings – October’ s editor, Mick Burton (refer to www.mickbmodeler.com for full copies of items)
“ A YEAR AFTER OUR “CIVIL WAR ” A CLUE TO WHAT WILL “LIE” AHEAD ( in more ways than one )”
In September 2016 TAMS, the final outcome of the
1982 October vote to Stay in IPMS USA or Not, was
revisited as reported in the 1982 November OSS.
Now, only a year later, the club Logo has taken a
new look on the Newsletter (it wasn’t called Sheet
then, although some referred to it with a suspect
similar sounding word term at times… twits !)
Editor Doug Stuart well reported in detail, results of
the latest (October 1983) SJSM Annual Contest, as
you may be able to read. Lead by CD Bert McDowell
with a final turnout of 199 models from 13 distinct
avenues (see below left) with of course a pretty clear
“bias” for Aircraft entries specified in breakdown.
This issue should be looked at by several of you who
aren’t familiar with our history, merely for the fact
you’ll see (again) some IPMS HQ types who report to
us with a slightly “arch” manner that continued to be
creating a critical friction amongst “the unwashed”
I especially like how DLC Steve Kumamoto (who?)
gives us an idea the Charter Fee which helped set all
the “Civil War” in motion out here, was “merely so a
hosting chapter (god forbid) might be bailed out in
the event of a Nationals Failure to produce revenue.”
Along with another letter from RC-9 Coordinator Mr
Rich Carlson, one in which he clearly asks us “ from
now on R-9 Chapters who host an event should draw
ONLY from inside our clubs for JUDGES AT THEIR SHOWS.” Seriously, Local IPMS HQ honcho outright says
to his community ONLY USE YOUR OWN FOLKS to judge shows, PLEASE. WHAT ? Go read the full PDF, Yes.

Okay, I will wrap up this WAYBACK for month with this clip
of a notation of a new member in same 1983 November news, you may recognize at the
top, due to alphabetical order ?
Then a following page with 30, 20, 10 years ago November news, lastly a preciously
appreciated article, reprinted in full for your enjoyment. See ya next time - mickb

November 1986 OSS, cover shot. Inside there is notations about the move
of Officers Election to February, The Now Famous 1/144th F-14A Theme
Club Contest coming up for November ‘’86 meeting, and a quiet notice of
a new member (David Sampson) who would one day take helm as Editor !
Little did then Editor Alan Wolcott or former Editors Burton & Williams
know how that particular membership signup would end up paying off 
November 1996 OSS, cover shot below. While the editorial by Chris B has
some humor in terming this “the P-63 Issue”, not inaccurate for most part.
At this time, the
HobbyTown in
Milpitas exists,
there’s biannual
contests there,
also Redding is
Contest locale.
Nothing new in
IPMS-SemiCon
to report as yet
but it’s cooking.

More fun right now, memory of Jim Gordon who wrote an
article on Messerscmitt’s progenitor of the Bell X-5, and
“Racer Mike” Meek, whose photo essay on Reno NCAR,
plus the Part One of his “KingCobra Racer” article here
make this an issue to print if you don’t have this already.

NOVEMBER 2006 with Jared Bishop still at the helm
(see his editorial, you may detect a note of resignation)
However, this issue really was a lovely example for any
Editor to be be proud of.look. On the cover, recently out
of office as SVSM President (and at the time, still a real
Rocket Scientist, well okay, Engineer …) Mr Bill Dye,
regales us with tale of his FIRST RESIN KIT, boo ya !
A pair of letters to the Editor might be worth a second
look for some of you, as one is very familiar to some, it is
“Haze Gray Admiral” Bert McDowell with a plea for us
to be “better model talkers” or face penalty (WRITE AN
ARTICLE AS PUNISHMENT) (thanks, Bert, really…)
The other letter? It’s Jared’s wife with an interesting take

OKAY NOW YOU CAN SEE FOR YOURSELF
– IT’s OFFICIAL !
WE ARE HAVING OUR

LITTLE OUTLINES of CLUB CONTESTS for YEAR 2016
SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST November “ The

End All & Be All Contest”

Don’t despair, there’s a reasonable premise for this contest in context. In keeping with recent past years November
club contest, where we recognize this is last “competition” for the club meeting year, “end all and be all “ idea now
being put forth is this easy to realize theme scheme that echoes past efforts so make “ a second chance” for everyone
ALL ENTRIES HERE SIMPLY NEED TO BE : GERMAN, SHERMAN, or VERMIN, any scale or type that fits

As you may above surmise, there’s more than ONE way to approach this, and double/triple entendre welcomed

AND NEXT DAY, NOVEMBER 5th, EVENT RIGHT HERE IN REGION NINE

So Cal ‘s NOVEMBER 5th IS NOT SLACKING EITHER, THANKS TO AVG in REGION EIGHT

In addition, here’s the Special Award for AVG # 20

STILL COMING UP IN AN AFTERMARKET NEAR YOU !
Another Full Reprint of a SVSM Member Article from WAY BACK
Also Part Three of “ NEAR SILENCE ” Air Compressor Project by Rich Pedro

=================================

ADVISE SPECIAL NOTICE

MEETING NIGHT CHANGE

7:00 PM OPEN,

MEETING 8:00 PM SHARP

FIRST FRIDAY

NOVEMBER 04
At

COMMUNITY ROOM
Milpitas Police Administration Building
1275 N. Milpitas Blvd
Milpitas, CA

====================================================================================
PLEASE SHARE THE JOY OF OUR HOBBY AND FRIENDS
Because it seems sometimes more than a few forget this :
THE ONE TRUE RULE OF MODELLING (if ever there is).
If you’re having fun,
Then you’re doing it right.

